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Module 5
Learning Guide
Culture and Contextualisation
Before you start...





Do the pre-reading for this week (see Unit Guide pp7-8 + uploads on Moodle)
From the reading, come prepared to share a question, challenge, implication & application
Come ready to share how your evangelism challenge went from the previous module
If it’s your turn, come prepared to share your testimony and/or share about evangelism
with your chosen social group

1. INTRODUCTION
In this module we shift gears. Thus far we’ve considered our foundational theology undergirding
evangelism. Now we turn from knowing the gospel, to knowing the culture. After this module, our task is to
translate. Where, then, is our culture at? And what does it mean to faithfully contextualise the gospel?
Few would deny that we live in the Information Age. The Internet has transformed the world and how we
function, at least as significantly as the industrial revolution. Thus, in session one, we consider the promise
and peril of “sharing Jesus in a digital world.” What are the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats associated with internet evangelism?
In session two we debrief the readings, as well as the weekly staples: share your testimony, offer some tips,
pray for friends, and reflect on the challenge. Then, in session three we’ll briefly explore some of the major
currents in which we swim: pluralism, postmodernism, secularism, and more. For each factor, we’ll
consider how it is both a barrier and a bridge to the gospel. This will help us reflectively contextualise our
evangelistic efforts. We’ll close this session with a reflection on Ezekiel 9, praying for “hymnless” youth.
OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this module are to:
1. Understand and evaluate Internet Evangelism as a form of 21st Century contextualised witness
2. Form a clear picture of where our culture is at, and how this forms gospel bridges and barriers
OUTCOMES
On completion of this module, the student shall be expected to use the Internet in an evangelistic
challenge, and modify some specific evangelistic practices for more faithful and fruitful contextualisation.
SESSION FLOW (lecture runs 6:15-9:00pm, breaks from 7:05-7:10pm, and 7:55-8:05pm)
6:15 Sharing Jesus in a Digital World (50 minutes)
7:10 Testimony/Tips/Prayer/Challenge | Debrief Readings (45 minutes)
8:05 Contextualisation: Gospel Barriers and Bridges (45 minutes)
8:55 Prayer for the “Hymnless” + Assign to share next module + Challenge + Lord’s Prayer (10 minutes)
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2. SHARING JESUS IN A DIGITAL WORLD
1 PETER 3:15-16; MATTHEW 28:18-20; JOHN 1:1-14; 21:6

Resource 5.1
In previous years, we have heard a presentation from Tony O’Hagan, a specialist in digital evangelism.
You can watch an equivalent 40 minute talk online here (video). The powerpoint for this presentation
has been uploaded as a pdf under Moodle, Module 5, Extra Resources: “TonyOHagan_Internet
Evangelism.” Immediately below that is a link to the “Missionary From Home” website, also here.
Today, however, we’re taking a more critical view of this endeavour, considering both the promise
and peril of digital witness. Toward this end, you may find the ABC programme, “The Medium is the
Message” thought-provoking: “From oral homilies to internet technologies, the way Christianity is
transmitted greatly influences the message and outcome.” This draws on Peter Horsfield’s book, From
Jesus to the Internet: A History of Christianity and Media (Wiley Blackwell, 2015). You’ll notice in the
background the work of Marshall McLuhan (The Medium is the Massage), Neil Postman (Amusing
Ourselves to Death), and Malcolm Muggeridge (Christ and the Media). I bounce off these themes in
my WonderingFair blog post on how cell phones affect our communication and relationships, entitled
“A Label I’m Learning to Embrace.” We go much deeper with these themes in Malyon Everyday
Theology, Module 10. For an excellent 8 min. address on how the media both augments and distorts
our evangelistic communication and cultural influence, see Andy Crouch’s Lausanne address here.
There are enough web links in what follows to overwhelm a hacker, but here’s a couple of key ones:
www.InternetMissions.org for key materials Tony uses in his digital evangelism
Here for Lausanne Occasional Paper 26 on Radio in Mission (Media Engagement network)
Here for Lausanne Occasional Paper 48 on witness via Media & Technology
www.qideas.org/ for how some Christians are using the media
to share good ideas for the common good … Q Ideas is an initiative
of Gabe Lyons (UnChristian and The Next Christians)
For further reading, check out these couple of books:
Henrich, Dan. Evangelism in the Digital Age: Media Case Studies, Volume One.
Lexington, KY: [s.n.], 2012.
Hipps, Shane. Flickering Pixels: How Technology Shapes Your Faith.
Grand Rapids, Mich: Zondervan, 2009.

2.1

First Thoughts
In this session, we will explore the amazing opportunities
presently afforded by the advance of digital technology for
sharing the gospel. The internet truly is a 21st century version
of the Roman Road, by which the gospel was spread in the
first century as Christians moved out with the diaspora.

Watch this 2013 clip “Did You Know.” After this, and with
https://witnesstoall.com/ in the background, discuss your
gut-level response. What are the implications for evangelism today?
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Discuss this …
Q1. What communication tools have historically
been used by God to affect the spread of the
gospel?
Q2. Name some parallels between the Agora
(market place) of Paul’s day
and the modern day Internet?
Q3. What digital tools can we now use for
evangelism and discipleship?
Q4. How should we prepare ourselves personally for an opportunity
to share Jesus using digital tools?
Q5. How does Internet Evangelism work (what’s the process)?
Q6. How can we effectively build relationships online?
Q7. What impact would online mentoring have for me personally?
Q8. What impact could an online mission team have on my church?

2.2

A Theology of Media and Cultural Influence
Watch this 2013 Lausanne Global Leadership
Forum address by Andy Crouch on Media and
Cultural Influence here:
 What are the implications for evangelism?
 How might mediating the gospel augment or
distort our message?

 How does Andy Crouch’s analysis relate to the
“Falling Plates” campaign at www.fallingplates.com/
and www.facebook.com/FallingPlates?
What is gained and lost in this medium?

Class Activity 5.1 – S.W.O.T. Analysis
Check out one or more of the following digital witness sites:
http://au.yesheis.com/en
http://missionaryfromhome.com/
https://thelifeproject.com/ www.globalmediaoutreach.com/
http://walkbeside.org/
http://www.rejesus.co.uk/

www.InternetMissions.org
www.iamsecond.com/
http://wonderingfair.com/

Thinking back on the THEOLOGICAL frame you constructed in modules 3-4, conduct a SWOT analysis.
Concerning digital evangelism, what are the STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES, OPPORTUNITIES, and THREATS?
What modifications might you make for this to be a more holistic witness? (Following is a more sanguine
presentation of the promise of digital witness, from the 2013 session by Tony O’Hagan.)
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2.3

Online Evangelism/Discipleship (§2.3 to 2.10 are notes from Tony O’Hagan)

In John 21:6 we read how Jesus’ disciples had been out fishing all night and caught nothing. Weary and
disheartened, Jesus challenged them in the morning to “Throw your net on the right side of the boat and you will
find some”. You can just feel the skepticism … “But Master, we’ve been out all night and caught nothing”.
In stunned amazement, they soon found they were unable to haul the net in because of the huge number of fish.
Today, it’s a bit like that in Internet ministries. We are now overwhelmed with the number of seekers asking for
spiritual answers and personal mentoring.
Why is right now such a critical time for us to be ministering online? Every person at some time in their life
discovers their need to ask the spiritual questions of life … those deep questions that really matter
… questions like “Who am I?” or “Why am I here?”. We know that finding answers to these
important questions is a key reason why God sent His son Jesus. So imagine if we had the
opportunity to connect with spiritually seeking people … right when they’re asking. We now do!
“Power to Change” (formerly Campus Crusade for Christ) has pioneered in this mission field with
multiple ministries that are now seeing many millions responding each year. In the largest of
these ministries, Global Media Outreach1, had 156 million web site visitors in 2011, 19 million of
whom responded to the gospel. GMO volunteers wrote over 2.5 million emails (over 160,000
from the Australia team). In the past we’ve invited individuals – now we’re seeking to partner
with churches, entire denominations and other mission organisations to assist.
It’s time to call our friends in the other boat!
OK … So why are so many people spiritually seeking on the Internet? Well just stop and think about it for a
minute. Firstly, for most of us it’s a very personal and private matter. The Internet allows us to privately and
anonymously explore the answers from the comfort and safety of our home. Secondly, the Internet has
become the place to seek answers. Years ago we might have gone to the library, or asked a close friend but
now it’s become almost instinctive to ask first on the Internet … even for personal questions.

2.4

Reaching Millions for Christ

Of the 7 billion people on earth, 30% now have an Internet service and 78% have a mobile phone. By 2015,
telecommunications companies expect to have Internet coverage for the entire planet. Today … at least
700,000 people will visit one of the 100+ websites developed by Power to Change and its partners. 40,000
of these people will make a spiritual decision of some kind and at least 7,000 will ask for personal follow up.
We only have 8,000 volunteers for this mammoth task. We need your help!

2.5

Get Involved

You’ll share Jesus with more people than you ever thought possible. You get to do personal evangelism &
discipleship without the "fear factor" since you have time to thoughtfully prepare answers. The lessons you learn
online will build your knowledge and confidence to share your faith with people you meet face to face each day.
About a half of our emails are in English with the rest in another 25 languages. We’re particularly keen for
you to join us if you can write in: Arabic, Chinese, French, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Persian,
Russian, Spanish, Turkish or Vietnamese.

1

Global Media Outreach has now become a separate organization but Power to Change partner closely with them.
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2.5.1 You Have To …
•
•
•
•
•
•

Have been a Christian for at least 2-3 years and be spiritually as well as emotionally mature
and over 18 years of age.
Be familiar with web browsing and writing emails.
Be willing to check emails at least 2-3 times per week.
Have prayerfully asked God about joining us.
Asked a church pastor or senior Power to Change staff member to act as your referee.
Complete an online application form (allow 30 minutes).

2.5.2 We Provide
•
•
•
•
•
•

Online training that teaches you how to use our web software and prepare responses.
A safe secure email system. Seeker and volunteer remain anonymous to each other.
Web sites containing answers to common questions, gospel presentations, discipline materials and
searchable Bibles.
You can control the number of emails you respond to each week and take holiday breaks.
You’re part of team - You can ask advice or request a difficult email to be reassigned.
Team leaders may review your emails to help you learn and to ensure everyone’s safety.
APPLY TODAY AT: www.MissionaryFromHome.com
Scroll to the bottom of the page and select your preferred language.
Interested in getting involved or asking Tony to your church?
Ring Tony O’Hagan on 0421 230 767
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2.6

Equip your church to share Jesus using web sites

Often when we meet someone there may be only a few short moments when we can talk about their
relationship with God. What can we do to best make use of these moments? What I do is ensure that I keep
some personal contact cards in my wallet and pen/pencil in my pocket. After first listening & understanding
where they’re at I might have an idea for a web site they could visit that I think would be of interest to
them. I write down the site on the back of my card and try to make a time to meet or call to talk about it.
They often appreciate having time and space by themselves to explore the site and think it through.
When you meet up next time you can ask these questions: Q1. What did you think of _______________ .
Q2. Did it make sense to you? Q3. Are you aware that you can know God personally? Q4. Would you like to
know God personally? Often they reply “Yes” … and you can then share the gospel message with them.
Main Reference: www.InternetMissions.org/sharing-jesus (see this page for loads of web-links)

2.7

Equip your church to share Jesus using web sites

•

http://missionaryfromhome.com/ — Links to Online discipleship lessons & resources

2.8

Digital mission ideas for your church or college group

• Meet as a group with your laptops to help each other to answer seekers from all over the world.
• Team up Seniors + Young Adults to learn ... Computers + How to reply to seekers ... from each other.
• Is there someone in your family who needs to view one of the sites on the resource card?
You could include it in their next birthday card. See below for what to ask them later.
• Add a gospel web site to your email signature or church sign board.
• Post videos from yesHeIs.com (app) to your Facebook friends. Which videos would be best to start a
positive conversation? What questions might you pose in the posting?
• Do you know someone with a physical disability who can use a computer and is mature in Christ?
You might be able to help them to start in online ministry: See http://bit.ly/sarah-coiner (video)
• Post a letter to your local neighbourhood inviting them to join a community Facebook group.
Contact Tony O’Hagan for more ideas/issues to plan this one.
• Computer geeks: Set your wireless router SSD to be an evangelistic web site to reach your neighbours,
and add your skills in a #hack challenge for the “Walk Beside” project/app
• Schedule an IE Day event. Tony is Australian rep for www.InternetEvangelismDay.com
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2.9

Sharing Jesus with your neighbours

Visit HeresLife.com and read the pages that describe how to share your faith with your neighbours.
•
•
•

Associate with non-Christians
Befriend non-Christians
Create an interest in the Gospel

•
•
•

Declare the Gospel
Encourage a response
Follow-up new believers

Reflection Activities 5.1 & 5.2
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response the following questions, and tick off the related
boxes on the unit guide.
#5.1 Considering the main headings in modules 3-4 regarding “Theological Foundations for Evangelism”
(e.g. incarnation, sacrificial, holistic, Spirit led, compassionate, etc.) what do you see as being the
greatest strength and greatest weakness of Internet Evangelism?
#5.2 What is *one* practice you could change today to more effectively share Jesus in the digital age?

=EXTRA STIMULUS (SECTION 3 & 4) ON INTERNET EVANGELISM=
3. BRIDGE BUILDING ON THE WWW – DAVE’S EVANGELISTIC THOUGHTS
Evangelism is in the engineering business: we build bridges that reconcile an estranged world to its creator
(2 Corinthians 5:18-19). There’s a gaping chasm between church and culture, which often we have to bridge
before an average pre-Christian will seriously consider Christ. Building bridges is always costly, and there
are few short-cuts if you want something solid to walk on. But what if the bridge’s framework could be
constructed from the comfort of your couch, by simply lifting a finger and pressing a button?
It can, all thanks to the World Wide Web! Right now, the average Aussie with internet access spends nearly
two hours surfing the web every day. Over 1 trillion web pages are at her disposal, and while reading of
print-based material is on the decline, online advertising and publishing is on the up and up. (In a scary
twist of terminology, online marketers are now commonly called “digital evangelists.”) If you want an idea
of how rapidly things are changing, take five minutes out of your day and watch “Did You Know? Version
4.0” on youtube. Roughly one in eight couples who marry today first met online. There are over 2 billion
registered users on Facebook, such that if Facebook were a country, it would be the largest country in the
world. (And even this is dated; watch this space, as it’s still growing.)
Now, the Internet—as with every cultural expression—is both a blessing and curse. As John Dyer warns on
donteatthefruit.com, “technology is fast but redemption is slow.” From another angle, and as social
commentator Malcolm Muggeridge famously quipped, “The medium is the message.” And
our message is not a Tweet from Heaven, but a real person made of flesh and bones who
loves us in real time and liberates us to love others. As the Logos team has previously
explored the good, bad, and ugly of technology (see here for “Unplugged”), we must be
aware that of those 1 trillion plus web pages, porn powers perhaps 300 billion. It’s not all
roses on the digital front. Nevertheless, while I’m a luddite on some fronts—call me on
my mobile to register all complaints—I think that the World Wide Web is one
evangelistic bridge we must cross, even if it is primarily a support to flesh and blood
interpersonal witness.
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So, what can digital bridge building look like in practice?

For one, it looks like web evangelism. Numerous sites abound which offer an entry point to sharing the
gospel. (Check out www.matthiasmedia.com.au/2wtl/, www.rejesus.co.uk/, http://au.yesheis.com/en and
http://www.iamsecond.com/ for just four.) If you feel something here would connect well with a friend of
yours, then shoot them a link. Same goes with YouTube … perhaps there’s a thought provoking clip
capturing who Jesus is and what He means for us today, or a punchy answer to a tough question a friend is
asking (like on www.leestrobel.com). But even if you don’t directly use these resources, there’s a good
chance that someone will stumble onto these sites via the apparently omniscient Google. You see,
internationally there are about 1.3 billion people with regular internet access, and
around 25 percent of all internet searches are about religious matters. A non-Christian
is far more likely to check out a web-site than read a tract, and generally it is less
threatening to do this in one’s own time than under duress in a face-to-face
(unplanned) encounter. Groups like Power to Change have taken note, setting up
online evangelistic outreaches so that you can answer questions of interested
inquirers from across the planet, all without leaving your living room. (For instance,
see www.internetevangelismday.com/evangelists2.php and http://www.globalmediaoutreach.com/.)
Second, it looks like social networking. In one edition of the Baptist Union’s evangelism magazine, Prac
(“Worship,” Winter 2010 Issue 60 pp. 4-5, published by http://www.crossover.org.au/publication/) we hear
from Dan Harding, the Executive Pastor of City Life Christian Church in Brisbane. They use Facebook and
other social media (Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, Bebo, instagram) to connect their congregation and
promote major evangelistic endeavours. On their University campus, about 30 percent of their
congregation have iPhones, while nearly 60 percent are Facebook users. Facebook shouldn’t replace faceto-face missional tools, but it has
been effective in linking nearly 600
people in a Facebook Group, nearly
2,500 “friends” across Pastoral team
members, and generating 6,000
Facebook invitations to one of their
outreach events. How could this look
in your context? Who knows what
effect a timely word or a well-placed
invitation might have?
Third, it looks like blogging. Web Logs
(or Blogs for short) are online
journals, where people can share
their life and thoughts, open to
interaction from the readers. They
range from the informal—with
random insights and experiences and
pictures—to the more academic—challenging conventional thought in a non-threatening environment.
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A good friend of mine, René Breuel, is editor for one such blog, which has reached many thousands of preChristians. It’s found at wonderingfair.com, and functions as a pre-evangelistic tool to articulate faith for
thoughtful people. Here’s how René explains what it’s all about:

Imagine an online café, if there could be one, where you could take a break from the
day’s work, chill out a bit, and interact with people from around the world. A place
where you can chat about nonsense as well as discuss matters deep and wide. A place
which, even after a quick stop, will send you back to routine refreshed and with new
ideas to chew on.
Wondering Fair seeks to be such a place. As a community blog launched in July 2010,
WF gathers a worldwide community of people discussing matters of life and faith
under an informal, relational atmosphere. The blog’s vision is to offer fresh content
from gracious and thoughtful people interacting with current trends and culture, with
an eye to the spiritual implications at play in every facet of life.
So visit wonderingfair.com, and maybe you’ll find your own new online corner to take
a break and think about life.
Check out wonderingfair.com and see if this is the kind of site you could promote through Facebook, or
direct your friends to. Perhaps you’ll find an article that speaks to where you’re at, which you can then
forward on to someone you know is open to discussing matters of faith and belief.
For all the abuses the misuses of this technology, there is much to thank God for in the World Wide Web.
Perhaps today, just as the Roman Roads paved the way for the spread of the Gospel in Jesus’ day, the web
may cross geographic and cultural borders that presently block billions worldwide from ready access to the
Good News. Perhaps today, by simply lifting a finger and clicking a button, you could construct the
framework for a friend that crosses the divide. In short, may God bless as you discover what it means to be
a digital bridge builder.
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4. TESTIMONY/TIPS/PRAYER/CHALLENGE | DEBRIEF READINGS

Class Activity 5.2 … “The Staples” – stuff we do each week
Testimony: _______________ is sharing their story this session …
Each module one student will share a very brief testimony. A testimony is simply sharing
What your life was like before you accepted Christ + How you came to ask Jesus into your life
+ How life has changed
Reality is, though, most people will switch off after a couple of minutes. Religious jargon turns them off
within a minute. So we’ll do it differently. … All I want you to share is an answer to the question:
“What makes Jesus ‘good news’ for me?”
Keep it under 250 words (preferably written out), and focus on a HINGE to your story …2
“I was striving . . . but now I’m grateful.”
“I was self-destructive . . . but now I’m healthy.”
“Guilty . . . but now liberated.”
“Fear-stricken . . . but now confident.”
“Despairing . . . but now hopeful.”
… See Bill Hybels, Walk Across the Room, p126
Your story then becomes a tie in to the BIG STORY: Designed for good  Damaged by evil
 Restored for better  Sent together to Heal  God sets everything right

Tips: ______________ is sharing this session about evangelism with _______________
Each module, one student will share for a few minutes some tips for reaching a particular demographic
(e.g. skaters, business-people, bikies, teachers, lesbians, work-at-home mums, athletes, etc.).
❖ Describe the Group and your involvement with them
❖ Tell one story from your own experience with this group, out of which you answer:
o What are the key traits of this group that affect how they hear/receive the gospel?
o What shouldn’t you do in witnessing to this group?
o What should you do, that you’ve found helpful in sharing with them?
o What actions help to demonstrate the gospel of the Kingdom for this group?
o Any other thoughts or illustrations?
❖ At the end of this, one other student will pray for God’s empowerment on you as a witness

Prayer:
Who has God laid on your heart to see come to faith? Across this course, we’ll pray in pairs that God
would draw this person to Himself, and use you in the process. Pray as you feel led.

Challenge: Last module = “prayerful dedication” OR Storied Evangelism (redemptive analogy).
Most modules I will set a CHALLENGE for us each to try before the next class. Like *show and tell* when
you were at primary school (surely your favourite activity!), this segment is a chance to share a story or
two of how it went, living it out. You may also have an experience to celebrate or reflect on concerning
evangelism, that’s worth bringing to the rest of the class to debrief. Reflect on these for FORUM POSTS.

2

Here’s my attempt: “Jesus is good news to me because I’m an annoying “why” kinda’ guy. Ever since I was a kid, I
loved to ask why, and wanted to make sense of why the world is the way it is. My dad came to faith through facing the
toughest questions (origins, meaning, morality, destiny), and so he encouraged me to think. The more questions of
the Bible, and Jesus that I asked, the more it made sense. But it wasn’t until I was 21 and had a spinal injury, becoming
virtually quadriplegic, that I found this belief move from head to heart. As I prayed, God was closer than my wife’s
hugs, and spoke through a friend that within 10 days I would be able to walk again. Against medical predictions, this
happened exactly on the 10th day. If any worldview is true, it should at least make sense of science and love—the way
the world is, and the heart of our existence. In Jesus I’ve met and experienced the Creator and logic that makes the
universe hang together, and I’ve found a personal God who steps into my brokenness and deals with my issues in love,
paying for my wrongs. Logic, Love … Jesus ties these two together and offers the way, the truth, and the life, making
sense and meaning out of an otherwise confusing and empty existence.”
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Class Activity 5.3 – Readings Debrief
In response to the pre-reading for this module, students will be picked to share on one of the following:
-a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify
-a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance
-an implication—“so what” for our evangelistic practice
-an application—something useful right now in your context
The whole class can then contribute to further discussion. The aim is to ground the readings and apply
them to one’s life in general and ministry context in particular. This is the ideal time to bring up whatever
is confusing, or questions you have in regards to the course material, so don’t be shy!
N.B. For modules 1-10, I’ve set up a FORUM (cf. assessment requirement 1) to outline your two hours
of outreach each week, and a question raised + lesson learned from the experience. This is a great tie
in point for distance students, to feel part of the class. Take the time to comment on what others post,
and let’s get the conversation going. Some great ideas may flow from this kind of dialogue.
To help you process the readings, the following questions and thoughts are what strike me.
How would you answer these kinds of questions?

SE “Foolishness to the Greeks,” 345-351
 What is “culture” and how should Christians properly relate?
 “The idea that one can or could at any time separate out by some process of distillation a pure gospel
unadulterated by any cultural accretions is an illusion.” Why is this? What are the implications for placing of
the gospel in the total context of a culture at a particular moment?
Newbigin defines “culture” as “the sum total of ways of living developed by a group of human beings and
handed on from generation to generation.” Furthermore, he describes the gospel as “the announcement
that in the series of events that have their center in the life, ministry, death, and resurrection of Jesus
Christ, something has happened that alters the total human situation and must therefore call into question
every human culture.”
 What principles does Newbigin offer for communicating the gospel across a cultural frontier?
What might this look like in reaching the business culture in Brisbane city?
Newbigin’s model:
(1) The communication has to be in the language of the receptor culture. It has to be such that it
accepts, at least provisionally, the way of understanding things that is embodied in that language;
if it does not do so, it will simply be an unmeaning sound that cannot change anything.
[So step 1 is to master the language and culture to find equivalents. But beware, for “in the attempt
to be ‘relevant’ one may fall into syncretism, and in the effort to avoid syncretism one may become
irrelevant.” Cf. Mark Sayers, Disappearing Church: From Cultural Relevance to Gospel Resilience]
(2) However, if it is truly the communication of the gospel, it will call radically into question that way of
understanding embodied in the language it uses. If it is truly revelation, it will involve contradiction,
and call for conversion, for a radical metanoia, a U-turn of the mind.
[So step 2 also involves the Other person reading the Bible for herself, gaining a new standpoint
from which to look both at her own culture and at the message she has received from the
missionary  great possibilities for mutual correction.]
(3) Finally, this radical conversion can never be the achievement of any human persuasion,
however eloquent. It can only be the work of God. True conversion, therefore, which is the proper
end toward which the communication of the gospel looks, can only be a work of God, a kind of
miracle—not natural, but supernatural. Prayer must pervade the entire contextual process.
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Newbigin, “Contextualization, True and False” (15pp)
 What does Newbigin mean by “there’s no such thing as a pure gospel if by that is meant something
which is not embodied in a culture” (p144)? How has our own cultural embodiment—for better or worse—
shaped the gospel message?
 List three principles of ‘true’ contextualisation emerging from Newbigin’s chapter.
Now, how might these look in your context?

Guinness and Wells, “Mission and Discipleship in a Globalised World” (9pp)
 What is ‘globalisation’? Think of 3 ways it impacts your daily life, and how this impacts your mission.
 For one of these factors, practice discerning, assessing, and engaging for more faithful witness.

Rutayisire, “Rwanda’s Gospel of Reconciliation” (8pp)
 In what ways was their initial contextualisation faulty among Hutus and Tutsis.
From a gospel perspective, where did it break down?
 Do you see any parallels or relevance in the Australian situation? How might you address this,
in forming a gospel identity deeper than any cultural division?

OPTIONAL: LOP 31: “The Uniqueness of Christ in a Postmodern World, and the Challenge of the
World Religions” (39pp)
 What does it mean to declare the uniqueness of Christ in a pluralistic world? Does this matter?
 What is postmodernism? And what opportunities and cautions are offered by postmodernism?
What role might apologetics play at this time?
 How might we wisely go about proclaiming the uniqueness of Christ
in a postmodern and pluralistic context?

You might also find interesting this talk I gave at Tabor
College's 2017 conference, Theologicon. For a collection of
presentations see here and here, with the facebook page here.
For my talk on "Old Man Logan/Wolverine" and cultural
connections to the gospel, see here and here for video (repeat
presentations) and here for the slides.
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5. CONTEXTUALISATION: GOSPEL BARRIERS AND BRIDGES

Resource 5.2
The full manuscript of what is presented in this session—which distance students will need to access
for the class activity below—are uploaded to Moodle, Module 5, under Extra Resources:
“Touring Adolescent Athens Notes.” The powerpoint point slides are immediately below.
This talk is based upon Chaplaincy training in “Gospel for Gen Z” and my Masters Thesis: “The
Thinking Teen: An Exploration, Evaluation and Application of Three Apologetic Strategies in
Commending the Bible to Contemporary Western Adolescents.” You can download this online here.
In turn, I turned this into a workshop called “What’s the Bible Got to Do With Me?” This is also on
Moodle Module 5 Extra Resources (entitled “Shaping Teen Thinking On Bible”), or online here.
If you’re wanting to better understand the whole “postmodern” thing, then download the notes and
talk I put together called “Evangelism in a Postmodern Age” (Moodle, Module 5, Extra Resources).
I’ve also uploaded a bunch of optional readings that all speak into contextualisation:
LOP 2 here: “Consultation on Gospel and Culture”
LOP 27 here: “Modern, Postmodern and Christian”
LOP 30 here: “Globalization and the Gospel: Rethinking Mission in the Contemporary World”
LOP 45 here: “Religious and Non-Religious Spirituality in the Western World (“New Age”)”
LOP 31 here: “The Uniqueness of Christ in a Postmodern World & Challenge of World
Religions”
From Study of Evangelism, pp341-344 on “Evangelistic Praxis in Diverse Cultural Contexts”
From Study of Evangelism, pp374-384 on “Strategic Issues in Missions: An Asian Perspective”
From Complete Evangelism Guidebook, pp29-35 on the media: “Know the Difference”
Last, but definitely not least, any stuff from British Missionary to India, Lesslie Newbigin (1909-1998), is
very worth reading on the topic of contextualisation. To get a picture of his ongoing legacy, read this
short article from Q-Ideas. For an online collection of his works, see here. For a helpful reading list, see
here. For an overview of his life, see here.
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6. AUSSIE SOCIAL DATA: A ‘GODLESS’ AUSTRALIA?
Following are some key infographics taken from the more comprehensive “Religion in Australia” pdf
available at http://bit.ly/ReligionAustralia2017. In particular, I have drawn on the 2016 Census (detail here;
pdf here), the 2016 “Australian Communities Survey” conducted by the National Church Life Survey, and
the most comprehensive 2017 McCrindle “Faith and Belief in Australia” project (infographics; presentation;
report). And for some Queensland Baptist analysis of the data, exploring whether we live in “Godless
Australia” (by John Sweetman), and implications for outreach using a model of being an “Unofficial
Chaplain” (by Warren Crank), see the pdf on Moodle here.3
•
•
•

Divide the data up among the class group, then share your first impression of the religious
landscape in Australia at present. What is cause for concern, and where lies the good news/hope?
In a sentence or two, who is this people for whom we contextualise the gospel? What does
‘secularity’ look like in Australia today? And what are the uses and limits of broad/national
sociological data and generational analysis for evangelism?
As applies to Gen Z and Gen Y youth and young adults in this mix, what is the biggest implication
for you sharing, and them getting, the gospel today? (Threats? Opportunities?)

3

Combines commentary from two Queensland church leaders, from the QB Magazine, in response to the 2017 Faith
and Belief McCrindle research: John Sweetman, "A Godless Australia?" QB August/September 2017, pp. 10-11;
and Warren Crank, "Be an 'Unofficial Chaplain," QB December/January 2017/2018, pp. 8-9.
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bit.ly/ReligionAustralia2017
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7. EVANGELISM WITH EMERGING GENERATIONS
From the broadest nationally representative detail, let’s zoom in
on the particulars for one sub-group, that being Gen Z (19952009). How might this particularly electronic environment
impact how you share the gospel with these young people?
As you look at their common characteristics (below)—many of
which are directly shaped by the digital age—think how these
factors are both a help and a hindrance in pointing them to
Jesus. (For precise exploration, see McCrindle, also Zadok
Perspectives on the Millennials, iss. 137 (Summer 2017) here.

Who are Gen Z? … After Gen Y/Millennials/Mosaics come: the noughties, Generation@, iGeneration,
NetGen, Gen Z … born ‘95-‘09. [While not covered below, Millennials are increasingly non-religious, losing
their institutional faith in droves—a crucial phenomenon explored here which we must understand.]
Characteristics?
 connected (web, mobile, IM, facebook) = ‘digital natives’
 consumerist (“I wish I could buy an iPad but I’m outta’ $” … entertained + looking for latest and greatest
model of everything) = savvy commitment phobes
 branded (marketed to the hilt, quick to judge
transparency and authenticity to keep it real)

, not impressed by hype but prefer simplicity,

 distracted (instant action and satisfaction/gratification, multi-taskers with countless options, live by
music and gaming and are addicted to change and novelty … ADHD judging everything by what
appeals/fits their filter) = ‘the now generation’
 diverse (in race, background, religion, customising) = ‘pluralist generation’
 visual (judge by image, and often prefer story, music, pictures/arts to data)
 public (instantly sharing and blogging/tweeting—sometimes lacking discretion—their emotions,
thoughts, photos [think ‘selfies’ on Instagram], opinions and experiences, living through projection
for all to see)
 fragmented (latch-key kids, divorce, mixed families) = ‘vacant generation’
 open-minded and confused (no norms in identity, sexuality, morality, postmodern ‘truth’, what/who to
believe … want community and people to trust but cautious and protective of individuality)
 exposed (anything but sheltered, seeing in media and their peers drug use, self-harm, suicide, same sex
relationships, crafting their own identity … puberty early, sexualised by media as ‘tweens’,
depression/mental-health, and often lacking a real childhood with realist and more cynical Gen X
parents) = ‘sceptical idealists’
 fun-loving but fearful (generally living for a happy/fun life, but not resilient … worried about
terrorism/war, Global Financial Crisis, violence) = ‘cautious gen’
 global and holistic (see selves as part of a global village, connected via technology to many countries
and cultures … experienced environmental crisis so emphasis on sustainability and want integrated
solutions that make sense of life … less interested in institutions and politics and just want to see
things work out right)
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7.1

Touring Adolescent Athens

“The times, they are a changing.” So sang Bob Dylan.
Never a truer word was spoken. All around us, unprecedented change is under foot. Of course, the most
obvious change is technological … as we’ve already explored in the video, DID YOU KNOW.
While these changes are significant, we tend to overlook the fundamental currents of the culture in which
we swim. As they say, “don’t ask a fish about the water.” Perhaps we’re so immersed in our liquid
modernity that we’ve never properly perceived precisely how much things have changed.
While it’s an error to reduce the flow of history to purely ideas and ‘isms’, it’s equally a mistake to ignore
these ideological shifts. SO, in what follows, we’ll move from particulars to plumbing the philosophical
depths of our eternally adolescent culture, considering how these major rips offer both barriers and bridges
to sharing of the gospel today, particularly among Gen Y young adults who’ve left the church in droves.

Class Activity 5.4 (35 minutes)
For this session I will present a talk on cultural shifts among Gen Y (born 1980-1994). While it is focused
on youth/young adults, I think you’ll see that these currents have impacted all of our society.
As the talk on contextualization for Generation Y proceeds, fill out your thoughts under each section (see
table on the following pages), especially concerning how each particular aspect of culture poses barriers
that must be removed, and bridges for effective proclamation of the gospel. We will discuss these briefly
as a class before moving onto subsequent aspects of culture.
N.b. As in resource 5.2 above, the full manuscript of what is presented in this session—which distance
students will need to access for the class activity below—are uploaded to Moodle, Extra Resources:
“Touring Adolescent Athens Notes.” The powerpoint slides are immediately below.

ASPECT

GOSPEL BARRIERS

GOSPEL BRIDGES

Pluralism
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Postmodernism

Moral Relativism

Secularism
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Consumerism

Fragmentation +
Fragility

Spirituality +
Religious Beliefs
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Attitude to
Christianity

Attitude to
the Bible

Reflection Activities 5.3-5.4 [Distance Students only]
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response the following question, and tick off the related boxes
in the unit guide.
#5.3 Think of the one person you most want to come to Christ. Which cultural ‘current’ has had the
greatest influence on his or her life? What form does it take?
#5.4 For this same person (5.3 above), how does this cultural immersion form both a barrier,
and a bridge, to you sharing the gospel with them?
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8. PRAYING FOR “HYMNLESS” YOUTH & YOUNG ADULTS
In 2017, Kesha penned a powerful anthem that spoke for many in Gen Y & Gen Z: “Hymn for the Hymnless”.
It’s worth reading the lyrics now, listening to the track as you do so (noting my profane language warning).

This is a hymn for the hymnless, kids with no religion
Yeah, we keep on sinning, yeah, we keep on singing
Flying down the highway, backseat of the Hyundai
Pull it to the front, let it run, we don't valet
Sorry if you're starstruck, blame it on the stardust
I know that I'm perfect, even though I'm f***** up
Hymn for the hymnless, don't need no forgiveness
'Cause if there's a heaven, don't care if we get in
This is a hymn, hymn, hymn for how we live, live, live
This is a hymn, hymn, hymn for how we live, for how we live
As Kesha explains in an online synopsis here,
[W]hen I say “hymnless,” I’m talking about people who feel like they don’t fit in, people who
feel like they don’t have a hymn. … Religion, for me, in this song doesn’t mean necessarily
religion as in your spiritual belief, but more like kids with no set way of life. [Mind you, Gen Z
are particularly non-religious.] I’m still trying to figure out what I believe and what the truth is
in my heart, and I know I’m not alone. My mind and opinions keep changing and expanding.
Imagine a Gen Y or Gen Z “Hymnless” asked you why this “gospel” is good news to him/her?
What could you say to connect their experience to Christ? What should you do to make this love real?
(Perhaps the girls and guys versions of “Epic Story” might offer a starting point for contextualisation?)
In response to this session (see the closing “Significance for Christian theology, life and thought ...”), we’ll
read out Ezekiel 9 and then pray for God’s heart for the many Gen Y & Gen Z “Hymnless” around us.
Spend 5 minutes praying over what God lays on your heart, bringing particular people to mind.
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9. PREPARATION, CHALLENGE, AND PRAYER
For next module, the two students sharing will be:
TESTIMONY: ________________ TIPS: ______________ Demographic: ____________________

Preparation for Next Week
 Pre-reading, as per Unit Guide pp7-8 … Come prepared to share …
-a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify
-a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance
-an implication—“so what” for our evangelistic practice
-an application—something useful right now in your context
 If it’s your turn, come prepared to share your TESTIMONY and/or TIPS for outreach


CHALLENGE for the Forum Activity Module 5
 The CHALLENGE for this week is digital witness … feel free to use any of the sites of tools
from Tony’s talk, or use the following gospel video to share:
Check out the 4 minute video “Falling Plates” here (youtube)
or here (facebook link). Or, use one of yesHEis Aussie made
outreach videos here (via their app).
The task is simple: share a video on FaceBook …
ask a question as part of the post and see what
sort of reaction (if any) you get.
If you have the time, perhaps you would like to register for www.missionaryfromhome.com
and answer emails from seekers around the globe?
Post to the FORUM (cf. assessment requirement 1) under Module 5 on Moodle to outline
your two hours of outreach each week, and a question raised
+ lesson learned from the experience.
Remember, you should bounce off one of the recommended readings in your response.
You should have processed these readings prior to completing this module.

Put your response on the Moodle Forum

Let’s close by reciting the Lord’s Prayer together:

Our Father who is in Heaven,
Holy is Your Name.
Your Kingdom come, Your will be done
On Earth as it is in Heaven
Give us this day our daily bread,
And forgive us our trespasses,
As we forgive those who trespass against us.
And lead us not into temptation,
But deliver us from evil.
For Yours is the Kingdom, the power, and the glory
For ever and ever, Amen.
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Significance for Christian theology, life and thought...
What in this session is most significant to you personally,
in forming your own theology, life and thought?
When you look at where culture is going, what’s your response?
Your *honest* response?
I think our response boils down to three reactions. I vacillate between them moment to moment.
#1. RUN.
Get away. Hop a plane. Bunker down. Join a church. Keep busy. Hide in a clique. Drop out.
It’s tempting. But surely this isn’t the way of Christ. We may be weak, but in Christ I can do all
things. God has a habit of swallowing Jonahs and spitting them up from whence they fled.
Mission on.
#2. JUDGE.
Look at those evil people. I’m so glad I’m not like them. I’m glad I’ve got my act together.
Let them rot. God will judge them in due time. Right now, I’ve just got to
look out for my holiness and let them get what’s coming.
… Again, is this Jesus’ way?
John Stott over his years heard a lot of Christians blame the world for the unholy stench. As Steven
Garber recounts Stott’s response: “‘Why would you blame meat for rotting? Why would you blame
a room for being dark?’ That is what meat does that hasn’t been salted; that is what rooms are
when lights haven’t been turned on. Instead, his long call was for the Church to enter in, to
penetrate and permeate, salting society, lighting the world. In his own way, pastorally and
prophetically teaching that faith shapes vocation, and that vocation shapes culture.”
On my best days, I take a leaf out of Christ’s book.
#3. INTERCEDE.
Read the vision in Ezekiel 9. Seriously – stop and do it now.
Who did you expect the executioners to slaughter?
I thought it would be those unholy outsiders corrupting the city.
The ones from whom I want to run or judge.
God, though? … He marks those who “sigh and groan” over the lost. He marks those who
intercede in the Spirit, who “sighs and groans inexpressibly” over us and our brokenness.
Those marked are spared. And, beginning in the Temple … the place of professed cleanness,
he cuts down all those who think they’re God’s gift to humanity.
Those who intercede are those who love. And amidst the filth, amidst the unfaithfulness, amidst
all these cultural shifts, you will yet find people and things to love. God’s common grace is alive
outside the Church. Eternity is hidden in everyone’s heart. We just need to see it there.
And we need to nurture it, calling it out.
For me, this module is an Ezekiel 9 like walk around our culture. May I be one that God marks.
As you contextualise the gospel this week … Listen in. Pray hard. Love well. And God will bless.
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